Macquarie University is a workplace like no other. From our inception we have crossed traditional boundaries. We developed the first electronic calculator for people with vision impairment, wireless internet technology and the Macquarie Dictionary. We were the first university in Australia to introduce childcare on campus and the first to appoint a female Vice-Chancellor. We were founded to be different, and we have always been at the forefront of changes to the way we work, live and learn.

The Faculty of Business and Economics has a worldwide reputation as a leading business and economics school. We're famous for our actuarial studies courses and our actuarial program has been running longer than any other in Australia. Our areas of expertise extend to financial risk, working futures, ethics, corporate governance, applied finance, management, demographics, economics and marketing. Our mission is to make a positive contribution to business and society in the Asia-pacific region and beyond.

The Role
The Department of Applied Finance and Actuarial Studies, within the Faculty of Business and Economics, carries out high quality research in finance and actuarial studies, as well as delivering internationally recognised and accredited programmes. These include the Master of Applied Finance, recognised as the leading programme of its type in the world, and the prestigious Bachelor of Actuarial Studies, the first Actuarial degree in the English-speaking world.

The Department is seeking an individual with the vision, experience and capability to take a leadership role in research in the finance discipline. High-level academic leadership is expected in research, publishing and the attraction of research funding. The successful appointee also will undertake a leading role in the development and delivery of academic programs. The successful appointee will be able to promote the Faculty within the academic and professional communities in Australia and internationally as well as contribute to the Faculty's aspirations in research, teaching, program development and service at a national and international level.


Macquarie University is an EO Employer committed to diversity and social inclusion. Applications are encouraged from people with a disability; women (particularly for senior and non-traditional roles); Indigenous Australians, people who identify as GLBTI; and those from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

Applications need to be submitted through the Macquarie University online recruitment system. Where circumstances such as disability or remote location prohibit your access to our online system please contact the enquiries person listed in this advertisement for assistance.